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ALL AUTOHOMEOMORPHISMS
OF CONNECTED MENGER MANIFOLDS ARE STABLE

KATSURO SAKAI

(Communicated by James E. West)

Abstract. Generalizing the result of Chigogidze (1991), we prove that all

autohomeomorphisms of connected Menger manifolds are stable (in the sense

of Brown and Gluck).

A manifold modeled on the (n + 1)-dimensional universal Menger com-

pactum p"+x is called a pn+x -manifold. In [Cx], Chigogidze proved that an

autohomeomorphism A of a p"+x -manifold is stable (in the sense of Brown

and Gluck [BG]) if h is properly n-homotopic to id. Here we show that all

autohomeomorphisms of connected pn+x -manifolds are stable. Indeed the fol-

lowing can be proved:

Theorem. Every autohomeomorphism h of a connected pn+x-manifold M can

be written as the composition of two homeomorphisms, each of which is identity

on some nonempty open set.

The connectedness is necessary. In fact, let M = Mx © M2, where Mx «

M2 are connected.1 Then any autohomeomorphism h of M is unstable if

h(Mx) = M2.
A pair (W, SW) of compacta in M is called a clean pn+x -pair if

(1) W « ÔW k pn+x ,

(2) (M\W)xjôW isa pn+x-manifold,

(3) ÔW is a Z-set in both W and (M s W) U ÔW, and
(4) W^ÔW is open in M (i.e., hdMW côW).2

Lemma. Let (W, 5W)  be a clean pn+x-pair in a pn+x-manifold M.   Then

(M\W)UÔW*M.

Proof. First note that the inclusion j: (M \ W) u ÖW c M induces a home-
omorphism between the spaces of ends, whence j induces an isomorphism of

homotopy groups of ends. By [Be, §6, Theorem], it suffices to show that j

induces an isomorphism of homotopy groups of dim ^ n .
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'Here " « " means "is homeomorphic to".

2The existence of such a pair is guaranteed by [IS, Lemma 1] (cf. [C2]).
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Epi: For each map f:S'—>M (i ^ n) of the »-sphere, let

A = clfi-x(W\ÔW)   and   B = hdA.

By [Hu, Chapter V, Theorem 10.1], f\B extends to a map g': A -> 5W and
there is a homotopy h' : A x I -» W such that h'0 = f\A, h[ = g', and

h't\B = f\B for each tel. We can extend g' and h! to g: S' -* (M\W)UöW
and h : S'x I -> M by g|S' \ ^ = A^S1' \ ^ = /|S' s ^. Then h0 = f and
hx = g. This means that ; induces an epimorphism of homotopy groups of

dim ^ n.
Mono: Suppose that a map g: S' -» (Af\ PF)u<51F (i ^n) extends to a map

/: B'+1 ̂  M of the (/ + l)-ball. Let C = cl f-x(W s ¿JF) and £> = bdC.
Similarly as above, f\D extends to a map h' : C —► ÔW. We can extend h' to
/j: B'+1 -> (M\W)U¿W by A|Bi+1\C = /|B!+lxC. Since S'' c (B'+1\C)u£>,

A|S' = /|S' = g. This implies that j induces a monomorphism of homotopy

groups of dim < n .   D

Proof of Theorem. Let (l^o,^^) be a clean /i"+1-pair in M and a e M.
Since A/ is connected, by the Z-set Unknotting Theorem [Be, §6], we have

an autohomeomorphism f of M such that f(a), f(h(a)) e W0 \ ôW0 . Then

(W, ÔW) = (f-{(Wo),fi-x(SWo)) isaclean /i"+1-pairand a, h(a) e W\ÔW.
By [IS, Lemma 1], we can choose a clean pn+x-pair (V, SV) so that a e V\ôV

and Vxjh(V)c W\SW. Note that (h(V),h(ÔV)) is also a clean pn+x-pair.

By Lemma, JVi = (W \ V) U SV « /i»+1 and N2 = (W \ /z(F)) u /t(¿F) «
//"+1. Observe that SW and ¿F are disjoint Z-sets in Nx, and ÔW and

/z(<j"F) are disjoint Z-sets in N2. By using the Z-set Unknotting Theorem

[Be, 3.1.5], we have a homeomorphism g: Nx —» N2 such that g\ôW = id and

g\SV = h\SV, which can be extended to a homeomorphism hx: M —► M by

/t,|M\PF = id and A,|K = A|K. Then h = h2ohx, where h2 = hohii:M^M
is a homeomorphism such that h2 \ V = id.   D

Remark. In [Wo], [CM], and [Mc], the stability of all autohomeomorphisms is
shown for connected manifolds modeled on the Hilbert cube Q and a normed

linear space E « Ew or « F?. Our approach is valid for these manifolds

and also for manifolds modeled on the direct limits E°° = dir lim R" and

Q°° = dir lim Q" . For required techniques, refer to [Ch], [BP], and [Sx¡2].
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